BYU Young Ambassadors presents

Souveniers

Jump by Van Halen
Young Ambassadors Show Band
Arrangement: Eric Hansen

Come Alive
from The Greatest Showman by B. Pasek and J. Paul
Roman Curiel, Makenzie Belnap
Arrangement: David Allen
Choreography: Cagen Tregeagle, Heather Jefferies

Sir Duke
by S. Wonder
Jordan Mazzocato, Hailey Hyde
Arrangement: Ken Whitcomb and Matt Nielsen
Choreography: Luke Rands

Beatles Medley: Silly Love Songs, I Wanna Hold Your Hand, And I Love Her, and Can't Buy Me Love
by P. McCartney, L. McCartney and J. Lennon
Caleb Featherstone, Luke Christensen, Cagen Tregeagle, Calen Tregeagle
Arrangement: Garrett Breeze, Eric Hansen and Randy Boothe
Choreography: Jason Celaya, Tanner DeWaal, and Matthew Davies

Knights of the Round Table
from Spamalot by E. Idle, J. Du Prez, and N. Innes
Jimmy Henderson, Makenzie Belnap
Arrangement: Ross Boothe
Choreography: Cassie Austin

Smile
by C. Chaplin, J. Turner and G. Parsons
Rachel Peterson, Sara Fitzgerald
Arrangement: Ben Bram

Love You I Do
from Dreamgirls by H. Krieger and S. Garrett
Georgia Bowman
Arrangement: Lyle Durland, Eric Hansen and Randy Boothe
Choreography: Michelle Boothe, Heather Jefferies

Remember Me
from Coco by R. Lopez and K. Anderson-Lopez
Alex Joyner, Maren Bills
Arrangement: Dan Ekberg
By the Beautiful Sea, Hello My Baby, Ma (He's Making Eyes At Me), and Be My Little Baby Bumble Bee
Arrangement: Lon Madsen
Choreography: Dee Winterton, Cagen Tregeagle

Misty
by E. Garner
Young Ambassadors Show Band
Arrangement: Dan Ankenman

Sing, Sing, Sing
by L. Prima
Young Ambassadors Show Band
Arrangement: Garrett Breeze
Choreography: Jason Celaya, Luke Rands

Nobody
from Bandstand by R. Oberacker
Amy Smith, Calen Tregeagle, Cagen Tregeagle, Luke Rands, Alex Joyner,
Luke Christensen, Oakley Thacker
Arrangement: David Allen
Choreography: Nathan Balser

Grow Old With Me
by J.R. Brown
Jimmy Henderson; Dancers: Clarisse Austin, Cagen Tregeagle
Arrangement: Lyle Durland
Choreography: Cagen Tregeagle, Clarisse Austin

I Got Rhythm
from Crazy for You by G. Gershwin and I. Gershwin
Hailey Hyde
Arrangement: Clive Romney
Choreography: Dave Tinney, Cagen Tregeagle

~ Intermission ~

Medley of songs by Journey
Young Ambassadors Show Band
Vocalist: David Allen

Brand New
by B. Rector, D. Hodges and A. Stoklasa
Caleb Featherstone, Summer Farnsworth
Arrangement: David Allen
Choreography: Adam Dyer

You Will Be Found
from Dear Evan Hansen by B. Pasek and J. Paul
Alex Joyner, Dhora Da Luz; Dancers: Clarisse Austin, Luke Rands
Arrangement: David Allen
Choreography: Sarah Cooper
It’s Just Life
by R. Boothe
Luke Christensen, Oakley Thacker
Arrangement: Ross and Randy Boothe
Choreography: Jason Celaya

Disney Love Medley: At Last I See The Light, You’ll be In my Heart, and I Can Go the Distance
From Disney’s Tangled, Tarzan, and Hercules by A. Menken, P. Collins, A. Berry
Dhora Da Luz, Jimmy Henderson, Maren Bills, Alex Joyner, Luke Rands
Arrangement: James Ray
Choreography: Cagen Tregeagle

Zero to Hero
From Disney’s Hercules by A. Berry
Summer Farnsworth; Hercules: Luke Rands
Arrangement: Ross and Boothe
Choreography: Heather Jefferies

Love Is An Open Door
from Disney’s Frozen by R. Lopez and K. Anderson-Lopez
Rachel Peterson, Cagen Tregeagle
Arrangement: Raul Benitez and Eric Hansen
Choreography: Cagen Tregeagle, Rachel Peterson

Through Heaven’s Eyes
from The Prince of Egypt by S. Schwarz
Caleb Featherstone, Maren Bills
Arrangement: Garrett Breeze and Randy Boothe
Choreography: Heather Jefferies

Come So Far (Got So Far to Go)
from Hairspray by M. Shaiman and S. Wittman
Roman Curiel, Clarisse Austin
Arrangement: Garrett Breeze and Randy Boothe
Choreography: Daysha Hannemann Pedersen

The Wizard and I
from Wicked by S. Schwarz
Georgia Bowman, Hailey Hyde, Makenzie Belnap
Arrangement: David Allen
Choreography: Heather Jefferies

Brotherhood of Man
from How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying by F. Loesser
Oakley Thacker, Calen Tregeagle, Sara Fitzgerald
Arrangement: Clive Romney and Raul Benitez
Choreography: Tanner DeWaal, Matthew Davies, Cagen Tregeagle, Nathan Balser

A Million Dreams (Reprise)
from The Greatest Showman by B. Pasek and J. Paul
Rachel Peterson
Arrangement: David Allen
From Now On
from *The Greatest Showman* by B. Pasek and J. Paul
Roman Curiel, Jordan Mazzocato
Arrangement: David Allen
Choreography: Nathan Balser

I Am a Child of God
by M. Pettit and Randall Company
Arrangement: Gaylene Ellis Anderson

(end)